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APPLEDORE BARTON, BURLESCOMBE, DEVON 
 

HISTORIC BUILDING RECORDING 

 

 

Summary 

Appledore Barton, in Burlescombe parish, is a former late 16th or early 17th century 

farmhouse of three unit and cross-passage plan, with a later linhay at its south-west end 

and a 19th century extension, for agricultural purposes, at its north-west end.  The 

building contains a number of original features, including the remains of two smoke-

blackened roof trusses.  Several phases of alteration and extension are apparent but the 

historic features that have survived are now rather fragmented.   

 

 

Introduction 

Historic building recording at Appledore Barton, Burlescombe, has been carried out at the 

request of the owners, as a condition of  Planning and Listed Building Consent (Mid 

Devon District Council reference 10/00143/FULL) prior to building work to refurbish the 

buildings.  These works comprise the renewal of the existing roof over the apple store, 

farmhouse and linhay, the conversion of the apple store and linhay, and the refurbishment 

of the farmhouse.  It is based on the Written Scheme of Investigation submitted to Devon 

County Council Historic Environment Service on 24 September 2011.   

 

The principal objective of the work is to supplement the existing historic building 

appraisal produced by the writer in 2009 with a fuller written and photographic record of 

the historic fabric of the buildings affected by the proposed development. 

 

The building was listed, Grade II, in July 2009.   

 

Site visits to examine the buildings were made by Martin and Sue Watts on 10 October 

and 16 November 2011, to supplement survey and descriptive information gathered for 

the appraisal that was produced in 2009. 

 

Accession number 11/59 has been obtained from the Royal Albert Memorial Museuum, 

Exeter, for future deposit of the site archive.  A digital copy of the recording will be 

uploaded onto the OASIS (Online AccesS to the Index of archaeological investigations) 

database under the reference martinwa1-110768. 

 

Some of the information gathered for the historic building appraisal has been reworked 

for the present report.  Background information has been compiled from a variety of 

sources, which are acknowledged and referenced.   The drawings are based on survey 

drawings prepared by Preston Engineering Survey in September 2009, copies of which 

were made available by the former owner.  

 

 

Location 

Appledore Barton is situated in the parish of Burlescombe, Devon, NGR ST 0659 1462.  

It is located on the south side of a small valley that runs north-west from the hamlet of 

Appledore towards Pugham Farm in the broader valley of the river Lyner.  The former 

minor road to Pugham is now a farm track, leading to a bridge over the M5 motorway.  

The principal building, now referred to as Appledore Barton to distinguish it from 
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Appledore Farm, a property in separate ownership to the south-east, is located in a small 

hollow and stands at about 109m above sea level.  It is orientated SSW-NNE, its 

northernmost gable end abutting the road.  For the purposes of this report, the orientation 

of the building is referred to as SW-NE.   

 

 

Historical background 

Appledore is recorded as a manor of 4 hides in Domesday Book (1086), when it was held 

by Walter of Claville (Thorn and Thorn 1985).  It is not possible, however, to fill in any 

details of the location of the original manor house or the extent of its lands from the 

Domesday entry.  The place-name Appledore is first recorded in Domesday Book as 

Surapla and other later medieval sources refer to Sureapeldore, variously spelt, the origin 

of which is given as ‘sour apple tree’, that is, crab-apple (Gover, Mawer and Stenton 

1932, 547).  South Appledore was one of four tithings in the parish of Burlescombe, the 

others being Town, Ayshford and Westleigh.  The manor belonged to the Clavilles or 

Clavells until the elder branch of that family became extinct in c.1370.  After litigation, 

the inheritance was allotted to Richard Warre in 1398.  In about 1600 it was sold by 

another Richard Warre, of Hestercombe (Somerset), to Henry Ayshford and it descended 

through the Ayshford family to William Ayshford Sandford (or Sanford) in Lysons’ time 

(Lysons 1822, 90-1).   

 

South Appledoor is marked on Benjamin Donn’s map of Devon, published in 1765 

(Ravenhill 1965, 3b), although no buildings are shown specifically at the subject site 

(Figure 1).  The area was surveyed by the Ordnance Survey in 1802 and the surveyor’s 3 

inch to the mile map shows South Appledore and a small group of buildings at the subject 

site.  Although it is difficult to determine any particular details the layout of the buildings 

appears similar to that shown on the tithe map.  In 1837 the tithe survey records that 

Appledore Barton was owned by Edward Ayshford Sandford and occupied by John 

Thorne.  It was then a farm of a little over 250 acres (101 hectares), of which some 65% 

was arable, nearly 30% pasture and meadow, and just under 3% orchard.  The layout of 

the buildings then standing is shown on the tithe map (Burlescombe Tithe Apportionment 

& Map, Devon Record Office) (Figure 2).  Some changes to the layout of the buildings 

took place between 1837 and 1888, when the survey for the first edition Ordnance Survey 

1:2500 map was made (Figure 3).  

 

 

Description of the buildings 

 

Generally 

Appledore Barton comprises a range of two-storey buildings some 43m long from SW to 

NE.  At the SW end is a 6-bay linhay, its gable end wall built into the slope of the ground.  

Some open-fronted lean-to roofed sheds formerly stood against the back (NW) wall of the 

linhay.  The dwelling house extends from the linhay NE towards the road and is about 

16.7m long by 6.4m wide on plan.  At its NE end is a two-storey storage area.  This and 

the dwelling are described below as one building, being under the same roof; the linhay 

and a free-standing outbuilding to the SW are described separately.  For simplicity, the 

interior descriptions use only the main cardinal points of the compass for orientation. 
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Exterior 

The walls of the main house are constructed of stone and cob.  The long SE elevation has 

been considerably altered, with a concrete blockwork outer skin facing the earlier stone 

and cob construction, the blockwork having been rendered and painted externally.  Four 

windows at the NE end of this elevation, two to the ground floor and two to the first floor 

of the store, have been closed up with blockwork, although some of the original frames 

survive internally.  The rubble stone walls of the NW gable end and the SW elevation of 

the two storey store are painted white.  The single-storey extensions on the SW side of the 

house, latterly forming a garage, entrance hall and kitchen, have rubble stone walls.  The 

windows to the garage and store have timber lintels and the doorway and windows to the 

entrance hall and kitchen have brick heads and reveals.  There is a stone chimney with a 

brick stack at the S end of the kitchen, with a rubble stone bread oven adjoining.  The 

garage, store and kitchen extensions have a slated lean-to roof and there is a small dormer 

with a slated gable roof and boarded sides projecting from this roof, which contained a 

WC.  The main house has a gable roof, much of which is of lightweight modern 

construction, put up in the 1950s, clad with corrugated asbestos sheeting.  The original 

roof, elements of which remain beneath the modern roof, was formerly thatched.   

 

Interior, ground floor (for location of rooms and door numbers see Figure 5) 

 

Store: Floor of earth and cobbles in N bay; slightly raised roughly finished concrete in 

other two bays.  W and N walls rendered with soft lime plaster.  E wall painted rubble 

stone.  Vents at low level through N and E walls.  Blocked window opening in E wall, 

with splayed reveals and softwood lintel over.  Ceiling of 3 bays, defined by 2 principal 

cross beams (running W-E), of oak with chamfers run out at both ends.  2 sleepers put in 

as posts supporting each of these beams.  Modern softwood joists span between cross 

beams, their ends bearing on battens nailed to vertical faces of beams and set in walls to 

N and S.  From evidence of carpenter’s marks and redundant mortises in beams they are 

re-used timbers.  D1 under oak lintel, plain oak frame, leaf of plain vertical boards, ledged 

and braced. 

 

Former doorway in SW corner of store, frame removed, with oak lintels over, leading to 

former parlour, which has an uneven concrete floor.  W, N and E walls rendered with 

lime plaster.  S wall brick, 3 stretcher to 1 header course.  Brick return to foot of stair 

which intrudes into this space, although fully enclosed with stud, lath and plaster walls 

and plastered soffit under strings.  Low vents in E wall.  Window, blocked externally, 

with timber cill board, splayed reveals, under hardwood lintel.  Window frame has 3 

lights with 2 vertical iron bars to each light and simply moulded and pegged timber 

mullions.  Thick obscured glass to 2 lights, plain, thinner glass to third.  Plain chamfered 

oak beam spanning W-E, E end bearing on window lintel, lime-washed.  Lath and 

mud/clay plaster ceiling, whitewashed.  Raised ceiling along W wall under floor of 

passage above, which is of butt-jointed plain softwood floorboards supported on 3 long 

joists (N-S). 

 

D2, to passage, has 4 vertical tongued, grooved and beaded (tg&b) boards, 3 moulded 

ledges, wooden stock lock, forged hinges and pintles.  Passage has concrete floor, 

plastered walls and ceiling, with wedge-shaped joist running along W wall.  D3, in former 

front (W) wall, has heavy moulded oak frame, leaf with 6 vertical tg&b boards, 4 

chamfered ledges, painted white; metal handle and remains of lifting latch; hung on H 

hinges.  Structural opening 1.32m wide, door 0.92m wide, with rounded return on N side 

and square on S.  Probably of 17th century date. 
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D3 leads into lean-to extension.  N end latterly a garage with a modern steel up-and-over 

door facing entrance/road.  W wall plastered stone with 3 light window with softwood cill 

and chamfered (?elm) mullions, 2 vertical square iron bars set arris-wise to each light, 

under hardwood lintel with crude run-out chamfer, plaster-boarded over.  Internal tg&b 

board shutters, nicely made but relatively modern.  E wall of plastered stone and cob, in 

poor structural condition.  Concrete block wall inserted at S end of garage, with D4, plain 

boarded ledged and braced door, to store.  This space is now derelict, with plastered walls 

and a 3 light window with shutters in W wall, similar to that in the garage.  Recessed 

cupboard in SE corner with tg&b double doors and 2 shelves.  This space had lath and 

plaster ceiling, most of which is now covering the floor.  3 roughly converted half tie 

beam trusses support the lean-to roof over, with 4 half-round purlins running over the 

backs of the principals, carrying common rafters, battens and slates.  Redundant joist 

bearing holes in upper section of cob (E) wall above former garage/store ceiling level.   

 

Entrance hall: D5, from outside, is a modern panelled door, 1.1m wide, under arched 

brick head.  Concrete floor.  W wall stone, with nosed brickwork to doorway returns and 

window reveals.  Window in W wall under arched brick head, full height casement on S 

with wider fixed light and opening top light to N, in plain chamfered timber frame, with 

monkey-tail catch and stays.  Walls plastered and painted to former lightweight ceiling 

level.  D6 with timber threshold, 4 wide tg&b boards and 4 chamfered ledges to leaf, 

large wooden stock lock and forged hinges with flame ends, hung on pintles.  Brick wall 

on S side, to kitchen, with 1.1m wide doorway (D7) with nosed brick returns.  D7 has 6 

vertical tg&b boards in beaded frame, with central ledge, stock lock and metal lifting 

latch.  Modern lean-to roof over, with rafters, battens and slates.  Floor and lath and 

plaster wall of WC inserted at first floor level intrudes into the roof space over.  

 

Kitchen: concrete floor.  Brick N and W walls, formerly painted.  Window in W wall 

similar to that in entrance hall, but head to eaves level, with nosed brick reveals.  S wall 

has recess with nosed brick arch over on W side, stone return to chimney breast, with 

brick infill and modern stove in front, and opening at E end, D8.  This is a small doorway 

with a moulded frame, door leaf with 5 tg&b boards, 3 ledges and 2 braces, giving access 

to bread oven with cast-iron door set in stone wall with brick infill behind.  E wall, stone 

and cob, bulging, plastered and painted.  Plain skirting.  D9, wide doorway to scullery, 

with 6 tg&v boards, 3 plain ledges, modern lock, older style T hinges.  D10, to former 

service room, 5 tg&v boards with 3 ledges, on older style T hinges.   

 

Scullery: concrete floor.  Plastered and painted walls.  Small high modern timber-framed 

window in SW corner, with splayed cill and reveals, with top opening light.  D11 is 

vertically-boarded, 3 ledges and 1 brace, with glazed panel in top part, hung on modern T 

hinges.  Fibre board ceiling. 

 

Former service room, latterly living room, entered from passage through D12, a 6 panel 

door hung on butt hinges.  Short passage has stairs rising on both N and S sides, the N 

stair being the principal one.  At foot of stair is cupboard, recessed into W wall, with 

double doors, both of 3 vertical boards with 3 chamfered ledges, hung on H hinges. In 

Service room has concrete floor and skirtings with bead-moulded top.  D13, a 4 panel 

door to cupboard space at W end of fireplace.  19- early 20c black marbled fireplace with 

modern brick and lath and plaster infill.  Bell pulls on both sides of fireplace.  E wall dry-

lined with modern plaster skim.  Modern poorly proportioned 3 light window, centre light 

fixed, all 3 lights with 2 horizontal glazing bars.  Timber boarded cill and splayed window 
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reveals.  N wall, to cross passage, of timber stud and cob infill; W wall of timber stud 

with brick infill, formerly lime-plastered.  D14, to understair space, has vertical boards 

with 3 ledges.  Deeply chamfered ceiling beam W-E across middle of space, with stops 

and run outs.  Similarly moulded beam in fireplace wall, visible above D13. 

 

D15, 6 panel door, in opening with wide architraves to former cross passage, which has 

concrete floor, formerly tiled.  Wall to S has wide timber studs and cill on stone base, 

with cob infill and timber head, and remains of lime plaster.  Modern 3 light window to E, 

similar to that in former service room.  Stone wall to N (rear of hall fireplace) with some 

large squared stone blocks.  D16 is a 4 panel door to passageway; D17 a 4 panel door, 

with rising butts, and step up into former hall.  Chamfered cross beam (N-S) across 

ceiling towards W end of passage.  Plain plastered ceiling. 

 

Former hall: suspended timber boarded floor.  Moulded skirtings.  Infilled fireplace of 

Westleigh stone on S side with deep timber lintel, with some initials carved into its face.  

The original wide fireplace opening has been reduced in width with similar stonework.  

Plain plastered walls with picture rail above doorway (D17) and along W and N walls.  

Stud and brick wall to W, brick to N, stone to E.  3 light window in E wall, centre light 

fixed, with moulded timber frame, 2 horizontal glazing bars, monkey-tail catches and 

stays to opening lights.  Deeply chamfered cross beam (N-S) across ceiling; possible 

second beam to E, within ceiling.  D18, in NW corner, full height 2 panel door, at foot of 

stair to first floor. 

 

Interior, first floor (for location of rooms and door numbers see Figure 6) 

The first floor now contains six bedrooms and a small bathroom.  The two rooms at the S 

end are located between the massive stone and cob chimney wall and the linhay.   

 

From the ground floor, D18, a narrow stair with 11 risers leads up to a small landing, with 

painted timber boarded floor, papered walls and high plastered ceiling.  D22, 2 panel 

door, full height, with H hinges, to cupboard on N side of landing.   

 

From landing to bedroom, D23, a 2 moulded panel door, painted, with face mounted lock, 

leaded fixed fanlight over.  Softwood tongued and grooved boarded floor.  Moulded 

skirtings.  Walls plain, plastered.  Small fireplace on N wall with timber surround and 

slate hearth, blocked with brickwork.  Plain modern timber-framed 3 light window in E 

wall, with single horizontal glazing bars and fixed centre light.  Opening lights have 

modern aluminium furniture.  Lath and plaster partition to W.  High plastered ceiling 

partly sloping down to E.  2 steps up to doorway in SW corner, D24, a 4 panel door with 

face-mounted lock, hung on butt hinges, which leads to a plain plastered passage, with 

boarded floor and plain skirtings.  Plastered ceiling, with projecting N-S beam plastered 

over. 

 

D25 to bedroom, low head with plain fanlight over.  Door leaf has 6 tg&b boards (4 wide 

and 1 narrow to each side), 3 chamfered ledges, latch and relatively modern T hinges.  

Room has boarded floor, plain skirtings, cob and lime plastered and painted walls.  

Modern 3 light timber-framed window in E wall, with single horizontal glazing bar, fixed 

centre light and modern aluminium furniture.  Timber cill board.  Double coved ceiling, 

lath and plaster on quartered softwood pole rafters where exposed in SE corner.  
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D26, at S end of passage, has 3 vertical tg&b boards with 4 narrow moulded ledges, hung 

on T hinges with rounded ends, nailed, with metal lifting latch and older type of face-

mounted metal lock.   

 

D27, adjacent to D26, is a 2 panel door with H hinges, timber stock lock and bolt, now 

hanging off its frame, it leads to passage running to N along W side of house, to apple 

loft.  This passageway is derelict and unsafe for access. 

 

D28, to bedroom, has 4 vertical tg&b boards with 3 ledges and braces, modern T hinges 

and a face-mounted lock with brass knobs.  The room has a timber boarded floor, plain 

skirtings with an additional bead added at floor level, plastered walls and ceiling, the 

ceiling sloping down over the window.  In the E wall a modern timber-framed 3 light 

window with 2 horizontal glazing bars, fixed centre light, modern furniture.  2 cupboards 

recessed in N wall: D29 has 4 tg&b boards, 3 chamfered ledges and butt hinges; D30 

plain painted blockboard door with decorative H hinges. 

 

Landing, with principal stair up from ground floor, which has 12 and a half risers.  Plain 

balusters and hand rail, painted, to stair well.  Window in W wall at head of stair, above 

entrance hall, had 2 leaded lights under a timber lintel.  The N light is missing; the S light 

has 2 wide by 4 high panes. 

  

At the S end of the landing is D31, to the small bathroom.  The door has 7 tg&v boards, 3 

ledges and 2 braces, T hinges, a face-mounted  lock and plastic handles.  The bathroom 

has a boarded floor and lath and plaster walls, including side walls and W end of the WC 

extension.  The window at the W end of the dormer/extension has a single fixed light with 

a top opening light above.  A boarded cupboard in the SW corner encloses the foot of the 

jointed cruck truss.  The bathroom has a sloping ceiling with a corrugated plastic roof-

light and access to the roof space above the bath. 

 

D32, from landing to bedroom, has 6 tg&b boards, 4 chamfered ledges, H L hinges and a 

modern lock with plastic knobs.  Timber boarded floor, plain skirtings, walls papered.  N 

wall lath and plaster; E wall with 3 light window, similar to bedrooms to N.    Lath and 

plaster ceiling.  Exposed leg of jointed cruck in SE corner and doorway with step down 

into passageway.  D33 has 5 vertical beaded boards with 3 chamfered ledges and face-

mounted metal lock, metal lifting latch, flame-ended forged hinges on pintles.  

  

Passageway against E wall has plastered walls which curve inwards at both ends, roll-

moulded skirting and lath and plaster ceiling.  D34, to cupboard on W side against 

chimney breast, has 3 and a half plain boards with a bead moulding on one face, finished 

flat on room side, rough sawn on back, 3 chamfered ledges, H hinges, timber turn catch.  

Ceiling of cupboard has 6 quadruple forged hooks fixed into it and was perhaps once a 

smoking chamber.  Passageway leads to a small bedroom, through a doorway at its S end. 

 

D35 has 4 vertical butted beaded boards with 3 wide ledges, and is hung on flame-ended 

forged hinges on pintles.  Face-mounted metal lock and brass knobs. Plain boarded floor 

to room, with moulded skirting all round except E on wall.  SE corner of room shows 

structural damage.  Modern window in E wall, similar to others on this elevation, with 

high narrow timber cill.  E wall rebuilt completely in concrete blockwork, 30cm thick.  

Neat Victorian cast-iron fire surround and grate on N side.  Cupboard to W of fireplace, 

with D36, 4 vertical beaded boards, 3 chamfered ledges, H hinges.  Narrow flush panel 

door, D37, to narrow annexe/dressing room on W side.  This space has a boarded floor, 
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no skirtings, plain plastered walls, and a lath and plaster ceiling.  Small 2 light moulded 

frame window with single horizontal glazing bars, in SW corner, N light opens, with 

timber boarded cill.  D38, in NW corner, displaced, 3 vertical boards, 3 ledges, of rustic 

appearance with wooden latch, opens onto stairs up from ground floor.  10 riser timber 

tread stair, rather derelict, with galvanised water tank supported on timber beam over. 

 

 

Roof 

The present roof of the dwelling house and store is continuous and clad with corrugated 

asbestos sheeting.  The building was re-roofed in the mid 20th century when the thatch 

was removed, apparently following fire damage, and corrugated asbestos sheeting put on 

(N. Litchfield, pers comm).  This re-roofing involved the replacement of some of the roof 

trusses and other timbers, the present roof being a relatively lightweight structure of sawn 

softwood timbers which is both higher and slightly wider than the original.  The present 

roof construction cannot be regarded as a complete structure; it is rather improvised, 

particularly where it meets the head of the E wall.  Not all of the rafters extend as far as 

the wall head, for example at the S end of the main house roof, where the E wall head has 

been crudely built up using broken concrete slabs.     

 

The roof to the apple store at the N end comprises 2 A-frame trusses with softwood 

principals of 21 x 12cm section, the feet of which sit directly on the wall heads.  There are 

2 rows of through purlins to each slope.  On the E slope the lower purlin to the 2 N bays 

was a barked and slabbed pole, superseded by a square softwood through purlin carried 

on timber brackets on the backs of the principals.   

 

The cross wall between the apple store or loft and the N bedroom was originally an 

external wall and the house roof was formerly half-hipped at this end.     

 

The remains of two original trusses survive within the roof space.  At the SW end of the 

central block is an almost complete jointed cruck truss.  The SE foot and lower part of the 

cruck blade is visible in the corner of the bedroom below, extending down to at least first 

floor level.  The SW blade/foot can be seen in the cupboard in the bathroom (see 

photographs).  The apex of this truss is halved and pegged, and it has a pegged notched-

lap jointed collar, which has come out of its mortises.  A short length of ridge purlin, set 

diagonally, and part of a lower purlin on the SE side also remain, as well as fragments of 

rafters and battens.  All of these timbers are chamfered and smoke-blackened, although 

the blackening does not extend the full length of the principals below ceiling level.  This 

form of truss, with a high-set collar, is considered to be of early 17th century date, by 

comparison with other known, dated examples in mid Devon (John Thorp, pers comm).     

 

On the W side, between this and the truss which is positioned close to the former hall 

chimney stack, is the shattered remains of the foot of a second truss, difficult to access 

and partly obscured by debris.  All evidence of the E side of this truss has gone.  A third  

truss is positioned to the NE side of the former hall chimney stack.  It has a cambered 

collar, set lower than that of the S truss, and is also smoke-blackened.  The timbers are 

chamfered.  The lower parts of the collar and principals were not clearly visible because 

of the amount of debris on top of the ceiling. Beyond this truss, above the NE end of the 

former hall, are the remnants of a fourth truss, the E side of which is closed, its plaster 

face being smoke-blackened on its S side (see photographs).   
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Dairy 

On the ground floor at the S end of the dwelling is a small space which was formerly 

entered through a doorway in the SE corner of the service room, now closed with 

concrete blockwork.  Rough concrete floor, with some plastered walls.  E wall with 

exposed stone, brick and cob above.  Small single opening light window with one 

horizontal glazing bar, in former ?door opening in E wall.  Shelves on wooden cantilever 

brackets on W wall.  Lath and plaster ceiling.  D19 in plain pegged timber frame with 

wooden threshold, has 3 wide beeaded boards, 3 chamfered ledges and timber stock lock 

with remains of metal lifting latch.  

 

The outer space has a compressed earth floor and rubble stone walls which were white-

washed, but much of the paint finish has been eroded, probably by animals being housed 

there.  2 blocked ventilation slits in E wall.  Hooks projecting from timber ceiling over.  

D20, to linhay, 4 and a half vertical boards with 3 ledges and remains of latch lifter, on 

strap hinges.  Doorway does not completely fill opening, having inserted stone wall to W 

and stone and brickwork to E with 3 light un-glazed mullioned window with vertical 

square iron bar set arris-wise in centre of each opening above. 

 

Linhay (for plan see Figure 7) 

At the SW end of the dwelling is a 6-bay linhay, a distinctive local type of farm building 

with an open-fronted cattle shed facing SE at ground level and a loft floor or tallet above 

for the storage of fodder.  Ground floor is concrete, with a concrete feed trough and 

timber manger along the inside of the W wall.  The E fronts of the first 5 bays (from S) 

are partly closed in concrete blockwork, with window and doors (see plan and 

photographs) and there are blockwork cross walls in bay 4 and between bays 5 and 6.  

The loft front is also enclosed with vertical corrugated iron sheets.  All of the front timber 

posts have rotted at their feet and the principal first floor beams, which are tenoned into 

the vertical posts at their E ends, have dropped as a result.  The cross beams are built 

through the rubble stone wall at their W ends.  The tallet floor is boarded on joists 

spanning between timber battens nailed to the vertical faces of the cross beams, with a 

gap along the W wall, for feeding the manger.  The roof is carried on 5 trusses.  The feet 

of the E principals are tenoned into the heads of the vertical posts and those of the W 

principals bear on timber blocks on the head of the W wall.  The principals are halved and 

pegged at their apexes and have face-mounted collars nailed to them.  There is a single 

purlin on the E slope and 2 on the W, carried on blocks on the backs of the principals, and 

2 ridge purlins, the roof slopes being clad with corrugated asbestos sheets.   

 

To the W of bay 6 (N) of the linhay is a lean-to roofed shed, with a stone wall on its S 

side and its E front infilled with concrete blockwork, with a sliding door to the W.  This 

space contains a WC. 

 

Outbuilding 

Standing to the W of the linhay is a derelict building, which is understood to have been 

latterly used as a bullock house.  It was originally of 2 storeys and 4 bays, the principal 

beams running W-E.  The walls were stone up to first floor level and brickwork above.  

There are the remains of a neat timber stair in the NE corner, which has 10 risers with 

moulded treads.  The first floor joists were notched into the principal beams, and carried 

timber floorboards.  There is a large stone buttress built against the centre of the N wall 

and a free-standing brick tank or cistern to the E of this.  The basic layout of this building 

is shown on Figure 7.     
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Discussion and dating 

 

The tithe map (Fig.2) shows what appear to be two extensions with a small yard between 

them on the NW side of the house and, more clearly, a detached block at the NE end, set 

parallel to the road.  Part of this block may have been retained and incorporated into the 

dwelling after1837 but before 1888, when the survey for the large-scale Ordnance Survey 

map was carried out.  This extension includes what was probably the parlour, the private 

living room of the original 3-unit plan (see below), which was latterly used for 

agricultural rather than domestic purposes.  An external flight of stone steps leads up to a 

first floor doorway on the NW side.  The 1889 Ordnance Survey plan shows the 

extensions on the NW side, now the entrance hall, kitchen and garage (Fig.3).  The 

construction of these, in rubble stone with brickwork around door and window openings, 

appears consistent with a date in the second half of the 19th century.  There is a recess in 

the SE corner of the present kitchen which contains a domestic bread oven with a cast-

iron door.  The rubble stone walls enclosing the oven are visible on the outside of the 

building.  

  

The central core of the dwelling, which is about 16.7m long (SW – NE) by 6.4m wide 

(SE – NW) on plan (see Fig.4) is the oldest part of the building complex. It appears to be 

the remains of a late medieval/post-medieval cob-walled house, of the familiar 3-unit and 

cross-passage plan, with two rooms on the north-east side of the passage – the hall and 

parlour – and one on the south-west side – the service room or kitchen (Child 1995, 35-6).  

Deeply chamfered beams are visible in the ground floor ceilings of the lounge (hall) and 

dining (service room) rooms, which are separated by the cross-passage.  The door at the 

SE end of this passage is now a window.   The NW wall, which from the evidence of the 

bulge at the SW end of the fireplace wall visible in the present lean-to kitchen was 

originally cob, has been rebuilt in stone.  This may have taken place during the 17th 

century, from the evidence of a stout, moulded oak door frame (D3) between the passage 

and the store room and a small window that formerly lit the stairs at first floor level (see 

photographs).   

 

The fireplace on the cross-passage wall of the former hall is built of the local Westleigh 

limestone, with a deep timber lintel over.  The extension of the house at its NE end, 

towards the road, and its subsequent agricultural use, has removed much of the evidence 

for the ground floor parlour, including its fireplace.  The three-light window in the SE 

wall appears to be a remnant of its earlier use, however.   

  

The house contains three staircases.  The principal stair (central), which is quite generous 

in width and with easy going, appears to be 19th century.  A smaller, steeper stair rises 

through the SW end of the fireplace cross wall, to give access to the bedroom over the 

SW extension between the house and the linhay.  The third stair, which is partitioned off, 

appears to date from c.1700, from the mouldings on the original doors that survive at its 

foot and landing.  The three staircases suggest that the house was in multiple occupation 

at some time, and they would allowed separate access to the upper floor rooms for the 

farmer and his family and male and female servants and labourers (P.Child, pers comm).  

 

The first floor room to the SE has a Victorian cast-iron fireplace and surround.  A short 

passage running inside the SE wall connects this room to a bedroom above the former 

service room or kitchen, with a cupboard on its SW side.  This has a number of forged 

hooks regularly spaced in ceiling, the function of which is uncertain, although its location 

against the chimney breast suggests it may have been a curing chamber.  No evidence of 
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smoke-blackening was visible under the wallpaper on the walls of this small space, 

however, although only a small area where the paper had split was examined.   

 

In the SE corner of the bedroom to the NE side of the chimney breast is the lower part of 

a jointed cruck truss.  The timbers have been plastered and papered over and few details 

are apparent, although the timbers are chamfered.  The bedroom over the former hall has 

a coved ceiling, which appears to reflect a change in the roof height at some time.  The 

floor of the bedroom at the NE end, over the former parlour, is set at a lower level.  It has 

a small fireplace in the NE wall.  The doorway in the NW corner, which has a leaded 

fanlight over and the door which leads to a staircase, is similar to that at the foot of the 

stair with mouldings that date it to c.1700 (see above). 

 

The linhay is shown as part of the building group recorded on the tithe map of 1837 and 

probably dates from about 1800.   

 

 

Conclusion 

The core of the house at Appledore Barton is a 3-unit with cross-passage plan, a form 

which is quite common in houses of the late-medieval and post-medieval periods in 

Devon.  The house may be classified as a modest yeoman farmer’s house, of which a 

remarkably high proportion survives, to a greater or lesser extent, in Devon (Thorp 1998, 

79).  Interpretation of the features summarised above indicate that the core of the house 

probably dates from the early 17th century, with alterations dating from c.1700 and 

further alterations and additions in the mid-late 19th century.  The present roof structure 

and cladding dates from the mid 20th century.  The survival of some smoke-blackened 

timbers in the roof space indicates that the roof was formerly open over the hall, although 

from the lack of smoke-blackening on lower part of the SW truss, it appears that the 

service end may have been built with a high ceiling.  The smoke-blackening of some of 

the roof timbers is considered to be historic, rather than the result of a 20th century fire.  

No documentary or other evidence of earlier buildings or structures has been found and 

because several phases of alteration and addition have taken place, the historic features 

are now rather fragmented. 

 

 

 

Martin Watts 

September 2012  
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Figure 1: ‘South Appledoor’, Burlescombe, from Benjamin Donn’s Map of Devon, 1765 

   (Ravenhill 1965) 

 

 
Figure 2:  Appledore Barton, enlarged from the Tithe Map, c.1837 
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Figure 3: Appledore Farm, OS 1:2500 first edition, surveyed 1888, published 1889 

    Not reproduced to scale 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Site plan showing principal buildings (not to scale)
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Figure 7: Linhay and outhouse 
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Appledore Barton: linhay (left) and dwelling house, from south 

 

 

 
Appledore Barton: dwelling house from west 
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Appledore Barton, from E 

 

 
SE elevation 

 

 

 
Garage and lean to on NW elevation, from N 

 

 
Steps up to 1st floor store, NW end 

 

 
Lean-to extension on NW elevation 

 

 
End of kitchen and bread oven 

 

 
Lean-to outbuildings at SW end 

 

 
Remains of lean-to shed roof at SW end 
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Ground floor store, N end 

 

 
Blocked window to SE elevation 

 

 

 
Soffit of N stairway, ground floor N end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Detail of blocked window, SE elevation 

 

 
First floor of store, N end 

 

 

 
D2, to passageway 
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Moulded frame and D3 

 

 
Window and shutters in garage 

 

 
Lean-to roof structure in store behind garage 

 

 
Cupboard in store behind garage 

 

 
Main entrance and lobby, looking to NW 

 

 
WC inserted over entrance lobby/kitchen 
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D6 with window to main stairway above 

 

 
Entrance lobby looking through to kitchen 

 

 
Kitchen, fireplace/range wall 

 

 
Cast-iron door to bread oven 

 

 
Kitchen, with D10, left, and D9, right 

 

 
Kitchen, window to NW elevation 

 

 
Scullery 
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Former principal service room/kitchen 

 

 
Moulded fireplace lintel in cupboard 

 

 
Wall between service room and stair passage 

 

 
Chamfered ceiling beam in service room 

 

 
Former cross-passage, looking to NW (rear) 

 

 
Cross-passage, wall to hall fireplace, after 

decorations removed 
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Stone fireplace in former hall 

 

 
Initials carved into fireplace lintel 

 

 
Window to former hall, decorations removed 

 

 
Stairway from former hall to first floor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
c.1700 door to stair, ground floor 

 

 
c.1700 door to stair, first floor 
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Window, N end bedroom  

 

 
D24, to first floor landing/passageway 

 

 
Coved ceiling in middle bedroom 

 
D25, with plain fanlight 

 

 
D26, right, and derelict passageway, left 

 

 
Roof over derelict passageway 
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Landing to main stairway 

 

 
?17c window at head of main stairway 

 

 
Jointed cruck truss, in bedroom, after 

decorations removed 

 

 
Jointed cruck truss, in bathroom cupboard 

 

 
Detail of jointed cruck  
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Hooks in ceiling of ?curing chamber 

 

 
Door from passageway into S bedroom 

 

 
Victorian fireplace and corner cupboard 

 

 
Modern window to S bedroom 

 

 

 
Head of stair at side of fireplace, with water 

tank above 

 

 
Derelict stairway beside fireplace 
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Roof opened up at N end, NE slope 

 

 
Roof structure, from NE 

 

 
NE roof slope over central part of house 

 

 
Remains of earlier roof structure and coved 

ceiling over bedroom 

 

 
20c roof with part-closed truss, from S 

 

 
Ceiling joists and part-closed truss 

 

 
Mid 20c roof construction  

 

 
Remains of smoke-blackened truss with mid 

20c roof over 
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Roof truss at SW (service) end, looking S 

 
Detail of apex of truss principals 

 

 
Detail of collar/principal joint 

 

 
Detail of collar/principal joint 

 

 

 

 
W side of S truss 

 

 
W side of S truss showing limit of smoke-

blackening above level of former ceiling 

 

 
Former NE gable of house and roof structure 

in first floor store 
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SE front of linhay 

 

 
Linhay, upper floor and roof 

 

 
Linhay, ground floor 

 

 
Linhay, ground floor, trough and manger 

 

 
Linhay, detail of post and beam 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Outbuilding with brick tank in front 

 

 
Stair in outbuilding 


